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Piers’ late Oct storms both sides Atlantic 
Piers Corbyn’s Storm* 28 Oct 2013 in Britain, Ireland and NW Europe, predicted 6 
weeks ahead, and ~simultaneous extreme storm events specifically predicted for USA 
and associated storms across the world were preceded by extreme solar activity - remarkable 
for its strength and magnetic interconnectedness on 25th & 26th Oct. (see solar movie via 
http://bit.ly/16KQnWY (*named by acclaim of WeatherAction forecast users). 
This super-large scale series of solar events and associated activity had a major ionospheric 
impact** and drove our WeatherAction prolonged Top Red (R5) weather period 27-30 Oct, Piers 
Corbyn’s Severe Storm of Oct 28 and the Severe South Central USA storms ~29-30th .  
{** Rather like the solar eruption which disturbed the ionosphere, moved the Jet Stream 15 Aug 2010 and ended the W 
Russian Heatwave http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No43.pdf slides 17-19} 

“The R5 carried waves of extremes” said Piers. “The Storm ramped up in the Low countries, Denmark 
& beyond (+29th) which with destruction in UK confirmed our warned ‘damage on a par with The 
Great Storm 16 Oct 1987’ despite as we expected UK winds mostly not reaching such levels”. 

Everything Piers Corbyn warned about his UK-Euro storm from 6 
weeks to 6 hours ahead was confirmed while UK MetO knew nothing 
or dithered - underestimated & failed to issue enough Red Warnings.  
See http://bit.ly/19rwAPN  ,  http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No44.pdf .  http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews13No45.pdf   
 

WeatherAction USA  
South-Central 
Severe storm 
“Brilliant hit” 
“Our well-forecast, somewhat unusual, South-Central USA, 
North moving large severe Storm system in the same R5 
period as the Euro severe storm is important” says Piers 
Corbyn astrophysicist of www.WeatherAction.com .  
See http://www.hpc.ncep.noaa.gov/basicwx/94fwbgus_loop.gif , 
http://www.accuweather.com/en/weather-news/storms-to-return-midweek-for-d/19317411 
 “Getting detail like severe damaging winds and hail for E Texas & 
Oklahoma and near Gulf / SE States from 4 weeks ahead to within 
a day, alongside Br+Ir(+Eu) 6 week ahead forecasts is great.” 

“It means 
we can 
soon 
extend USA 
forecasting 
to MONTHS 
ahead with 
no loss in 
accuracy” 


